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INTRODUCTION 

TELMAT SYSTEMS LTD is a private -owned c ompany in Uganda, established with 

the major aim of providing GPS tracking and fleet management solutions, 

It’s to be known that with only basic tracking a servic e to offer back then, now Telmat 

systems  Limited offers a range of services from Fleet management, car alarms, basic 

tracking,   fuel monitoring, Dash   cameras and temperature   sensor monitoring, cctv 

cameras, elect ric fence and automatic gates, out door solar lights. 

among others. 

 
We don’t just track, but care deeply for our clients and this is reflected in our mission; 

Working towards breaking  the  challenges of our partners/ clients. Telmat Systems’ 

vision is that your success will always be our victory. 

Telmat Systems Ltd prides itself in its reliability, being connected all the time able 

to keep track of your asset ’s location. 

 
The professional,   committed and innovative team with plenty diverse skills is Telmat 

Systems’ nerve center.   It’s the same   team that always   strive to offer excellent 

relations with the clients. Clients have a privilege to access the user portal keeping up 

with their assets or vehicles 24/7. 

 
Telmat Systems’ key services are all due to the advanced software tracking platform 

with substantial programming and modular design. The tracking software performs 

exceptionally well in simplifying the monitoring process and eases recovery in case of 

theft. 

 
There’s an in -house shop where authen tic GPS -tracking related products can be 

ordered and bought. We offer the lowest and friendly prices for any of the products. 

 
The user interface is as friendly as it can be, allowing the user to track their asset/ 

vehicle on their own, as its practical and simple to use. The dashboard gives you 

access   to location where you keep note of your vehicle’s   position, navigation and 

time. The platform offers a customizable experience,   generating   reports   that are 

easier to understand. 



 
 
 
 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TELMAT SYSTEMS 

 
We are duly a registered company incorporated in Uganda. We have been in the 

vehicle and goods tracking business for a number of years . 

we are experts in car tracking, fleet management, fuel monitoring and field staff 

surveillance , cctv camera s , automatic gate s, electric fence and outdoor solar 

lights. We source, integrate and customise cutting edge technology solutions from 

Africa and Europ e 

 
We are currently  operating  in  Uganda  only  but with high prospects  of expanding 

our market territory acro ss the borders Mandate of Telmat systems 

 
Telmat Systems is one of the few GPS based tracking companies operating in 

Uganda to    promote    development of   Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 

(MSMEs)  and corporate institutions as the main provider of vehicle   tracking 

services hence providing sustainable jobs and enhancing economic growth in the 

region. 

 
 

 
MISSION AND VISION 

 
 
 
 
 

 

MISSION 

To efficiently serve and develop Ugandan 

market with reliable tracking solutions 

VISION 

To remain relevant to customers with 

the development of innovative ICT 

based tracking solutions. 



 
 

 

CLIENTELE 

       

      
 
  

 SOKOTO HOLDINGS LTD 
 
 AUTHENTIC  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OUR SERVICES 

 
 

BASIC TRACKING 

Tracking assets/vehicles using GPS and advanced software to detect their location 

24/7 for organized Fleet Management. Monitoring   commercial   motor   vehicles        such 

as cars, vans, trucks, specialist vehicles, forklifts, and trailers         , Private vehicles    used 

for work purposes using easy -to-use and effective – Fleet management software. 

 

 
ADVANCED TRACKING 

Our advanced tracking includes basic tracking plus fuel monitoring. This enables you 

to track real time  fuel level, refilling, consumption and downfall to o  ptimize fuel 

efficiency preventing misuse, drainage and fraudulent activities minimizing expenses 

on fuel which contributes to more than 60% of the operating costs  in  most 

companies. Our system gives  reports to exactly  calculate  the miles  traveled  by the 

fleet 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

DASHBOARD CAMERAS 

A dashboard camera or simply dashcam, is an onboard camera that continuously 

records the view through a vehicle's front windscreen and sometimes rear and can 

automatically send pictures and video using 4G to the clients’ application. 

 

     CCTV CAMERAS

 

We install CCTV cameras at your premises to allow you monitor events 24/7. With our advanced cctv 

technology you can monitor online with your phone or laptop. A few advantages of surveillance cameras 

include; 

o Prevent and Reduce Chances of Theft 

o Real-time Video Surveillance 

o Useful Criminal Evidence 

o Better Employee Productivity 

o Resolve Internal Business Disputes 

o Improve Your Customer's Shopping Experience 

o Cut Down Security-related Costs 

o Monitor High-risk Areas 

 

 

  AUTOMATIC REMOTE GATES
 
 With the use of a remote , open and close the gate by a touch of a button. 
 

Automatic gates are becoming an increasingly popular option for both homes and businesses. Offering comfort, 
simplicity and security, these can be a great addition to properties. Meanwhile, the various automatic gate 
systems available offer versatility, making automatic gates a possibility in all locations.



 
 
 
 

EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING TRACKING AND 
MONITORING  SERVICES 

 
Telmat Systems has been active in Uganda since its establishment To -date, and 

over 500 clients have benefited from ours services 

 
 
 
 

OBJECTIVES OF THE 
INTERVENTION 

 
The objective of the engagement is to 

promote secure and timely lending 

amongst financial institutions through 

relevant and advanced tracking 

management. 

 
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH 

    Leasing 

    One off installation 

   Annual renewals 

 

DEVICES 

 
  Basic and advanced gps trackers 

  Fuel monitoring sensors 

  Cctv cameras 

  Automatic gates 

  Electric fence 

  Dash board cameras 

  Temperature sensors 

  Car alarm systems 



 

OUR PARTNERS 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
OUR PLATFORM 

 

 

OUR OFFER 

We use  a Professionally advanced software 

tracking platform. With extensive programming 

and    modular design, the  tracking software 

excels  in simplifying vehicle  monitoring process, 

so as to   make things easier and finally to 

deliver an entirely customizable experience. 

Real time gps tracking 

Daily  route maps 

Live alert notification 

Create geo - fences 

Reports  & analysis 

 

 

24/7 ACTIVE 

Our simplicity, covertness and longevity help keep your vehicles   safe 24/7 



WHAT YOU 

GET! 
Automated Fleet Reports 

Improved Insurance Benefits 

 

Improved Vehicle Fuel Efficiency 

 
Improved Customer Service and Satisfaction 

 
 
 

CONTACT US 

 

We'd love to hear 

from you! 

 

PHONE 

+256704439529 | +256781966697 

 
Email: 

telmatsystems@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 
 

 

WELCOME TO! 

 
TELMAT SYSTEMS LTD 

"technology for your 

comfort " 

mailto:telmatsystems@gmail.com

